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*118 Determining the extent to which a claim’s preamble is a substantive limitation on the patent’s breadth has been called
“one of the most perplexing questions in patent law.”1 Judge Rich admitted that the courts knew of “no general rule for
deciding the weight to be given preambles,” and on at least one occasion avoided the question by relying on a Latin quotation
to conclude that the “claims as a whole” had to be analyzed to determine whether a patent was distinguishable over the prior
art.2 More recently, Judge Michel indicated merely that a reviewing court must “construe the preamble and the remainder of
the claim . . . as one unified and internally consistent recitation of the claimed invention.”3 Both of these holdings also quoted
from the 1951 C.C.P.A. holding in Kropa v. Robie,4 which has been referred to as “the dominant decision used in
determining whether a preamble constitutes a limitation.”5 Despite frequent reference by subsequent courts and
commentators, the Kropa court’s holding did not provide specific, well-supported guidance on the approach courts and patent
holders should take in determining claim preamble significance vis-à-vis the remainder of the claim.
Though courts and commentators have generally concluded that there is neither a simple solution6 nor a litmus test7 for the
claim preamble interpretation question, this article argues that an analytic framework can be extracted from the holdings
which followed Kropa. More specifically, this article argues that prior *119 attempts to determine the significance of
preambles in claim interpretation have been mis-focused in the sense that the question that has continually been posed has
been “whether the preamble constitutes a limitation distinguishing the claim in question over the prior art.”8 It is argued
herein that claim preambles should be considered to define the subject matter of the claim (and thereby specify the field of art
of the invention), and the body of the claim (i.e., the words which follow “comprising”) should be considered to be the
language which both defines the nature of the invention within that subject matter and distinguishes that invention from the
prior art. This argument shows that only in the sense that the defining of the invention’s subject matter is implicitly limiting
on the breadth of the claim does the preamble become a limitation on the claim. In contrast to commentators who argue that
“one cannot determine the significance of a preamble by its form,”9 the framework presented below relies on both the form of
and the words that comprise the preamble, and will be shown to have a basis in relatively straightforward, grammatical
principles. An analysis of sixty-nine frequently cited preamble-related cases shows substantial consistency with this
grammar-based framework.
The need for an analytic framework which considers both a claim’s preamble and its body in a consistent manner is mandated
by the fact that the courts have long indicated that the process of claim interpretation begins with the language of the claims
themselves.10 To interpret that language, the court is constrained to the “ordinary and accustomed meaning” of the words
used, and, absent the presence of “a term in need of definition,” may not rely on the written description to limit the scope of a
claim’s breadth.11 The framework presented below provides a basis from which the words in both the preamble and the body
can be understood not only in the sense of their ordinary and accustomed meaning, but also in the sense of their grammatical
use. The framework will allow the courts to more clearly establish the need and the extent of reliance on the written
description to determine a claim’s breadth.
I. An Overview of Kropa v. Robie
Kropa v. Robie was an appeal from a Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences decision awarding Robie priority for claims
disclosing an “abrasive *120 article” and a related manufacturing method.12 Kropa had attempted to obtain priority via a
constructive reduction to practice based on the filing date of co-pending parent applications. The parent applications did not
expressly disclose an “abrasive article.” Rather, they were focused on resinous compositions which, when mixed with various
disclosed fillers, were argued to disclose the substance of the interference count when the preamble term “abrasive article”
was not given weight.13
The court had to consider the question: “Does the phrase ‘An abrasive article’ (and the similar term in the process counts)
introduce a limitation into the counts?”14 It reviewed thirty-seven prior cases in which it had considered the preamble
limitation question and reached an affirmative answer, stating:

[I]t appears that the preamble has been denied the effect of a limitation where the claim or count was
drawn to a structure and the portion of the claim following the preamble was a self-contained description
of the structure not depending for completeness upon the introductory clause; or where the claim or count
was drawn to a product and the introductory clause merely recited a property inherent in the old
composition defined by the remaining part of the claim. In those cases, the claim or count apart from the
introductory clause completely defined the subject matter, and the preamble merely stated a purpose or
intended use of that subject matter. On the other hand, in those ex parte and interference cases where the
preamble to the claim or count was expressly or by necessary implication given the effect of a limitation,
the introductory phrase was deemed essential to point out the invention defined by the claim or count. In
the latter class of cases, the preamble was considered necessary to give life, meaning, and vitality to the
claims or counts.15
An appendix to the court’s decision summarizes the thirty-seven prior cases and includes excerpted justifications for the
decisions made in those cases. The court concluded that the preambles were generally considered to be limitations where
*121 there inhered in the article specified in the preamble a problem which transcended that before prior artisans and the
solution of which was not conceived by or known to them. The nature of the problem characterized the elements comprising
the article, and recited in the body of the claim or count following the introductory clause, so as to distinguish the claim or
count over the prior art.16

II. Preamble Interpretation Post-Kropa
The C.C.P.A.’s Kropa decision gave subsequent courts and commentators quotable words and phrases to rely upon (“life,
meaning, and vitality to the claims” in particular) but otherwise left a number of claim interpretation challenges which have
not been overcome. For example, it is difficult, if not impossible, to deduce from what basis the court’s conclusions derive
from the thirty-seven summarized cases. The appendix includes excerpts from certain cases, but the court made no attempt to
show how individual examples are consistent with the standard on which it based its decision. The lack of a correlation
between that standard and the prior cases has allowed subsequent courts to rely on words excerpted from Kropa on an
unclear, and arguably somewhat inconsistent, basis. In particular, subsequent courts have frequently stated that a claim
preamble relates to a structure, a property, or a use to justify their holdings. The Kropa opinion provides no rigorous basis on
which any such statements can be challenged, while arguably at the same time providing no clear basis from which such
statements can be supported.
Second, the lack of a correlation between the prior cases and the Kropa ruling left subsequent courts with an analytic
approach which can be argued to be unstructured. That unstructured approach has allowed preamble interpretation questions
to be raised which could have been avoided if a clearer rule of the case had been presented. In rare cases, this ambiguity has
allowed arguments to be made to which courts should not have had to respond.
Third, the paragraph from the Kropa opinion reproduced above, which became the focal point of courts subsequently relying
on Kropa for guidance, refers to structures and products but not to methods. The Kropa court thus gave no guidance on how
the “life, meaning, and vitality” of a method claim’s preamble was to be determined, if any such claim’s preamble were to
become the focus of a claim limitation analysis.
Fourth, the phrase “there inhered in the article specified in the preamble a problem which transcended that before prior
artisans” suggests that either the preamble or the body of claim, or both, is intended to provide an indication of the problem
which the invention solves.17 Any such suggestion is inconsistent with the *122 statutory mandate, which only requires that
the patent distinctly claim “the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.”18
Finally, the unclear rule of the Kropa decision has allowed subsequent courts to state merely that “each case must be judged
on its own facts” in support of their decisions.19 Such generalized conclusions do not provide the preamble claim
interpretation analytic rigor that the patent litigation bar would prefer, nor the rigor that gives clear guidance to the patent
prosecution bar.

III. Kropa’s Two-Step Claim Preamble Interpretation Procedure
What has been overlooked in claim preamble discourse since the Kropa decision has been the language that the Kropa court
used in making its decision on the facts at issue. Despite the quotability of such phrases as “life, meaning, and vitality,” it is
the language directly supporting the court’s decision which provides a clearer indication of the court’s analytical approach.
That language provides an insight into the Kropa court’s claim interpretation process that has generally been overlooked.
Specifically, in referring to the specific claim preamble at issue, the court stated that the words “an abrasive article” were
“essential to point out the invention defined by the counts. . . . [I]t is only by that phrase that it can be known that the subject
matter defined by the claims is comprised as an abrasive article.”20 Only after a further discussion does the court come to the
conclusion that the preamble is therefore “a limitation which is material” to the issue.21
This language suggests that the court was looking first at how the preamble defined the invention and the invention’s subject
matter, and only thereafter did it conclude that the preamble was a limitation. The court’s analysis was therefore at least an
implicit, and arguably an explicit, two-step process, with the result of the second step--the determination of whether the
preamble was limiting--directly deriving from the conclusion reached from the first step. Subsequent court holdings have not
explicitly addressed this two-step process, generally focusing merely on the limitation step. This focus on Kropa’s second
step has been a *123 significant factor behind the unclear language that has been used in preamble interpretation
jurisprudence since the Kropa decision.22
A review of sixty-nine cases in which claim preamble interpretation has been at issue, beginning with Kropa, indicates that,
though the language used is often less than clear on the analytic approach being applied, the courts have implicitly applied a
generally consistent standard. Furthermore, that standard is consistent with Kropa’s first step--the cases indicate that the
courts require the preamble to state a self-contained definition of the invention, but no more. In other words, the language
which precedes “comprising” must state the “subject matter defined by the claims.”23 In the language of Kropa’s second step,
these cases indicate that courts hold claim preambles to be claim limitations only to the extent that the words of the preamble
define that subject matter. To the extent that words are included in a preamble which go beyond the words required to define
the subject matter of the invention, these cases indicate that courts do not generally give effect to those words.
An analytical framework that has its roots in relatively simple grammatical principles provides logical evidence in support of
this conclusion. The framework focuses on the form of the typical claim preamble-- the placement of the words and the
words that are used,24 both of which are found to be important in interpreting a preamble. An analysis of typical claim
preamble formats using these grammatical principles provides an explanation for the preamble interpretation problems which
have faced the courts in the past, and provides a basis for patent practitioners to avoid these problems in the future.
IV. A Brief Grammatical Interlude
From a grammatical perspective, claim preambles have at least one, and no more than three, components. The fundamental,
and mandatory, grammatical component is the claim noun, which also is the principal reference for the claim elements which
follow “comprising.” Claim nouns may be either of two types. “Generic” claim nouns--apparatus, device, machine, article,
composition, etc.--provide only a minimal indication of the subject matter of the claim, and generally will be accompanied by
other preamble words or phrases. “Specific” claim nouns--centrifuge, knife, etc.--provide at least an initial indication of that
subject matter.25 Specific claim nouns may be interpreted as defining the subject matter of *124 an invention without further
language, or may be combined with either of the following two optional claim preamble components.
The second, and optional, component of a claim’s preamble is the introductory modifier. The introductory modifier is an
adjective word or phrase that precedes the claim noun. Because the grammatical purpose of adjective words and phrases is to
describe or to make more definite the meaning of a noun,26 the effect of the introductory modifier is to define the subject
matter of the invention more clearly. Consistent with this grammatical principle, introductory modifiers are generally given
effect by the courts in interpreting the breadth of the claim.
The third, also optional, component of a claim’s preamble is the posterior modifier. Posterior modifiers follow the claim
noun, are more difficult to analyze than introductory modifiers, and are the principal cause of the difficulties courts have
historically had in defining a standard for claim preamble interpretation disputes. The problem from a grammatical
perspective lies in the fact that posterior modifiers may take any of a number of different grammatical forms,27 and no single

grammatical rule exists to determine whether or not the form at issue is intended to be a descriptive modifier of the claim
noun. Furthermore, these different forms can be very similar in structure, and determining which form is being used, or what
grammatical purpose is intended, is difficult to all but the grammar expert.28 As a result of this grammatical complexity,
courts historically have been much less clear on the principles used to interpret the role of posterior modifiers in claim
preamble interpretation, as compared to introductory modifier interpretation.
V. An Analytical Framework for Preamble Interpretation
The tables attached to this article summarize eighty-one examples, derived from a review of sixty-nine court holdings
beginning with Kropa in 1951, in which claim preamble interpretation has been at issue.29 Although a mere reliance on *125
language from Kropa does not allow a clear analytic process to be simply stated, the following claim interpretation process is
both consistent with the conclusions of the courts, and, more importantly, provides a rigorous, principled basis for claim
preamble interpretation. As noted above, the process implicitly being followed by the courts is one which looks to determine
a clear statement in the preamble of the subject matter of the invention, and to disregard words which go beyond those
needed to define that subject matter.
As between introductory and posterior modifiers, the introductory modifier is more important to preamble interpretation. The
courts generally give an introductory modifier effect as defining, in combination with the claim noun, the field of art that is
the subject matter of the claim.30 This conclusion holds whether the claim noun is generic or specific. The cases suggest that a
specific claim noun may in itself be sufficient to define the field of art of the claim without either an introductory or a
posterior modifier, whereas that outcome is less likely with a generic claim noun.
Where both an introductory and a posterior modifier are present in a claim, the introductory modifier will be given effect, in
preference over the posterior modifier.31 This result follows from the grammatical principles noted above--introductory
modifiers are intended, and have no grammatical role other than, to modify the claim noun in a descriptive manner and thus
logically should be given effect as defining the claim’s subject matter. Since posterior modifiers have other grammatical
roles, for example suggesting uses or purposes in a manner that may not be fundamentally descriptive, the practical result is
that these phrases are less likely to be given effect.
Where the claim noun is modified by a posterior modifier only, the posterior modifier will be given effect only to the extent
necessary to define the nature of the subject matter of the claim.32 To the extent that the posterior modifier does not relate to
the nature of that subject matter, but can be interpreted to relate to a characteristic, purpose, or use of the subject matter, it
will not be given effect.
Finally, if claim formats exist in which the courts have been particularly unclear in their interpretation of preambles, those
formats include combination and Jepson claims.33 Nevertheless, even in these claims the above principles are broadly
consistent with the courts’ holdings.
*126 VI. An Analysis of the Preamble Cases
The attached table of Representative Preamble Interpretation Cases is subdivided into categories consistent with the analytic
framework summarized above.34 The first twenty-five examples involve interpretation of introductory modifiers. Forty-one
examples follow that involve posterior modifier interpretation. The next fifteen examples involve five combination claims
and ten Jepson claims.35
*127 A. The Introductory Modifier Cases
The twenty-five introductory modifier-related cases involve twelve claims having generic claim nouns,36 and thirteen
involving specific claim nouns.37 A total of eighteen of these introductory modifiers were given effect by the court.38
The language from the court holdings in a number of these cases explicitly support the view that the court is analyzing the
claim from the perspective of requiring the preamble to define the subject matter of the invention.39 The other *128 cases in
which the introductory modifier was given effect fall generally into two categories. The first are holdings in which a
“necessary limitation to the claims” concept deriving from Kropa is referenced.40 The second are holdings in which the court

references “factual” or “structural” aspects of the preamble in determining the breadth of the claim.41 In all eighteen cases,
however, the result of the court’s holding is that the combination of the introductory modifier language and the claim noun
clearly defines the subject matter of the claim, and thus the field of art of the invention. This result is derived from the
fundamentally descriptive nature of the language used, and is consistent with the grammatical intent of that language.42
The seven examples in which the court did not give effect to the introductory modifiers are also generally consistent with this
analytic approach.43 Pearson44 and Ex parte Cullis,45 for example, both involve introductory modifiers that are not descriptive
of the subject matter of the invention.46 Although the court’s language in these cases indicates that the preamble defines a use
of the invention, or does not define a structural difference vis-à-vis the prior art, an implicit conclusion in that language is
that the claim noun itself sufficiently defines the subject matter of the claim.
The Neugebauer, Tomlinson, Casey and Tuominen cases provide evidence that a grammatical analysis of the preamble will
not necessarily be sufficient to interpret a claim, and that the language in the specification may also need to be *129
considered.47 Although the introductory modifier in Neugebauer could at first glance be considered to be subject
matter-defining, the court concludes that the elements of the claim, interpreted in light of the written description, fully define
the subject matter of the claim in a manner that the introductory modifier does not more specifically characterize.48 The
analysis of the Tomlinson and Casey courts follow this approach, with the same result.49
Tuominen, a case demonstrating the importance of language choice by the claim-drafter, cannot be resolved in a manner
consistent with the approach argued in this article. The majority interprets the introductory modifier as a use limitation, and
analyzes the claim in comparison to a broad family of prior art compositions.50 The dissent, on the other hand, would have
given effect to the introductory modifier “sunscreen,” correctly noting that not all compositions are sunscreen compositions
and arguing that the relevant portion of the prior art is that more limited group.51 The dissent, therefore, would give effect to
the introductory modifier as subject-matter defining.52
B. The Posterior Modifier Cases
Of the cases involving posterior modifiers, seventeen are given effect in whole,53 seven in part,54 and fifteen are not given
effect.55 Although these *130 examples support the argument that the court looks to the preamble to define the subject matter
of the invention, the examples also indicate that the varied grammatical purposes of posterior modifiers make these claims
more difficult for courts to analyze.
Six of the seventeen posterior modifier examples which were given effect by the court include language clearly suggesting a
subject matter-defining focus.56 Four additional cases involve language in the preamble that is specifically *131 referenced in
a subsequent element of the claim.57 The court’s conclusion in these cases is essentially that the presence of the
cross-reference to the preamble is evidence that the subject matter of the claim cannot be defined without giving effect to the
preamble language.58 The holdings in Rohm59 and Rockwell60 are consistent with that conclusion.
The language of the Northern Telecom holding provides evidence of the analytic challenge which has faced the courts, or
perhaps is evidence of the challenge courts have in clearly documenting their analysis of claim preambles.61 On one hand, the
court’s language “What is claimed in claim 1 is . . .” would appear to have a subject matter-defining focus.62 On the other
hand, the court later refers to the preamble as setting forth “the utility of the claimed invention,” a reference that is use or
purpose-focused.63 Though the correct result was reached in this instance, the subtle inconsistencies in the language used by
the court is indicative of the lack of clarity in the courts’ preamble interpretation holdings.
Although both Duva64 and Zierden65 are holdings in which the significance the courts give to the preamble language can only
be deduced, one explicit difference between the claims at issue is worth noting. Specifically, the Duva claim used the
conjunction “for” in its posterior modifier, whereas the Zierden claim used “of.”66 Although both words are commonly used
in posterior modifiers, dictionary definitions of the two prepositions suggest that “of” is preferable when one wishes to ensure
that effect is given to the posterior modifier. Specifically, dictionary definitions corresponding to “for” are “with the aim or
purpose of,” “suitable to,” *132 and “appropriate to.”67 In the patent preamble context, each of these definitions suggest that
the phrase which follows relates to a use or purpose of the claim noun, but not to its fundamental nature. On the other hand,
dictionary definitions corresponding to “of “include “having,” “possessing,” “as a kind of,” and “having as a distinguishing
quality or attribute; characterized by.”68 Each of these definitions suggests that the phrase which is to follow relates more
fundamentally to the subject matter of the claim noun. From a grammatical point of view, therefore, a patent drafter may be

better advised to use “of” as the conjunction introducing a posterior modifier.
The analyses of the composition claims in Walles69 and Union Oil70 are consistent with the dissent in Tuominen,71 and
demonstrate that in many cases either a posterior or an introductory modifier may be used in a claim preamble. For example,
the Walles opinion, in interpreting “composition for setting hair,” specifically states that “the subject matter . . . is a hair
setting composition.”72 The Walles opinion also demonstrates that using a subject matter-defining focus to interpret the
significance of a claim preamble does not foreclose the arguments against the claim which would otherwise be presented in
arguing that a claim is not patentable over the prior art.73 Specifically, the Walles court states that a court’s first focus should
be to “determine independently precisely what the subject matter is” and thereafter consider whether that subject matter is
“patentably indistinct” from other presented references.74 This subject matter-defining focus thus provides a clear mechanism
for a court to define the scope of the subject matter of a claim based on the preamble language, and then to evolve to an
analysis of the claim as a whole, focusing on anticipation or obviousness for example, to resolve the patentability or other
issues presented to it.
*133 The fifteen cases in which the posterior modifier was not given effect provide clear evidence of the risk to the patent
drafter of including posterior modifiers in claim preambles.75 Seven of these claim preambles include both introductory and
posterior modifiers, and in each case the introductory modifier was given effect by the court, but not the posterior modifier.76
In Myers77 and Amphenol,78 the posterior modifier repeated information specified in the introductory modifier, and only the
latter appears to have been given effect by the court.79 In Allen,80 Wikdahl,81 and Heidelberg,82 the posterior modifier was held
to relate to the use of the subject matter, but not to its definition.83 In Lemin,84 Loctite,85 and Titanium,86 the conjunction used
to introduce the posterior modifier suggests the non subject matter-defining holding of the court. Specifically, the verbal
phrases of Loctite and Titanium suggest properties of the subject matter of the claims.87 The conjunction “suitable” in Lemin
is defined as “suited for a given purpose,”88 and *134 thus is also not subject matter oriented. The language from the court in
these latter six cases supports the view that the court wants the preamble to define the invention--and these modifiers do not
do so.
The Tomlinson,89 Hirao,90 Wertheim,91 Purdue,92 and Embrex93 cases offer a mix of justifications by the courts, but in each
case the result is that the modifier is not determined to be related to the subject matter of the claim.94 These five cases provide
further evidence that claims can be properly drafted without use of either an introductory or a posterior modifier.
Of the claims in which the posterior modifiers were given effect in part, only one involved clear and explicit language from
the court.95 The language in Sinex,96 Struthers,97 and DeGeorge98 is unclear as to the extent to which the posterior modifier was
given effect, but the result in each case was that the modifier at least in part was not given effect, thus further evidencing the
risk of use of posterior modifiers in claim preamble drafting.99 The Intervet opinion also suggests that part, but not all, of the
posterior modifier should be given effect.100
From a grammatical perspective, the posterior modifier is frequently a more complex phrase than is the typical introductory
modifier, and thus the court faces a more difficult task in merely understanding the interrelationships among the words in the
posterior modifier than it does with introductory modifiers. The result, such as in Roshong, DeGeorge, and Vaupel, is that
certain phrases are found to modify *135 other phrases within the posterior modifier, and not the claim noun itself.101 This
further suggests that simply stated claim noun modifiers, and preferably introductory modifiers, are better practice if
predictability in the interpretation of the scope of the claim is the patent drafter’s goal.
C. Combination Claims
Holdings in the five cases in which the claim is considered to relate to a combination are consistent with the analysis
approach summarized above.102 Of these five cases, and although the court’s result is correct from a subject matter-defining
point of view, the frequently-cited Stencel opinion once again provides evidence of the difficulty courts have historically had
interpreting complex claim preambles. The combination in this claim involved a joint-setting driver and a collar having
deformable lobes.103 Judge Newman’s opinion referred to both the structure of those two components and to the applicant
“claiming his driver, limited by the statement of its purpose.”104 The former reference is consistent with the court’s precedents
and has a subject matter-defining focus, whereas the latter reference is inconsistent with both those precedents and that focus.
The mixed message of this opinion makes it less useful from a principle-defining basis, and is symptomatic of the difficulty
the courts have had in documenting their analyses of claim preambles.

Marston105 is also cited frequently, and again involved a complex claim, although in this case the complexity was present in
the language which followed “comprising.”106 In essence, the court looked at that language first and concluded that the
subject matter was therein fully defined.107 The introductory modifier was then analyzed, and deemed, in essence, as
describing the characteristics, i.e., *136 properties, of the subject matter, and not the subject matter in itself.108 That
introductory modifier was, therefore, not given effect.109 The analytic approach followed by this court limits its usefulness
from the perspective of defining preamble interpretation principles.110
D. Jepson Claims
The ten examples of Jepson claim preamble interpretations are perhaps the most difficult to analyze,111 but can be argued to
follow a subject matter-defining focus.112 In Dean113 and Rowe,114 the court is clearly looking to determine the subject matter
of the invention, and giving effect only to that language.115 With language that is less explicit, the court apparently has the
same focus in California Car Wash Systems,116 Porter,117 and Applied Materials.118 Pritchard119 involved a poorly written claim,
and would otherwise be considered incorrectly decided from a subject matter point of view. Attwood also involved a poorly
written claim, but with weight given to the fact that language from the preamble was repeated in the elements of the claim,
the court’s focus remained on the subject matter of the *137 claim.120 Diamond International is distinguishable on the basis of
the presence of testimony weighing against interpreting the preamble as subject matter-defining.121
VII. Writing and Interpreting Claim Preambles
The analytic framework presented in this article offers greater reliability in consistent interpretation of claim scope than do
the broad principles that derive from Kropa, and can be briefly summarized. First, a claim preamble consisting solely of a
claim noun, either generic or specific, may sufficiently define the subject matter of the claim and is preferred in claim
drafting. Such a simple, straightforward claim preamble eliminates the likelihood of a preamble interpretation dispute.
Second, if additional preamble words are deemed necessary, an introductory modifier is preferable over a posterior modifier.
Both the claim drafter and the claim interpreter should presume that introductory modifiers will be given effect by a court as
defining the subject matter of the claim.
Third, posterior modifiers are preferably avoided, and should not be used in claim preambles that also contain introductory
modifiers. If a posterior modifier is used, the conjunction “of” should be preferred over “for.” In addition, the posterior
modifier should contain language which, when interpreted in light of the specification, suggests the subject matter of the
claim, and not a use or purpose of that subject matter. In such a case, a cross-reference in an element of the claim to the
language in the posterior modifier will increase the likelihood that a court will interpret the claim preamble consistent with
the intent of the claim drafter.
VIII. Conclusion
Prior commentary and most court opinions have tended to address claim preamble interpretations from a strict patent law
perspective, relying on Kropa and its progeny for language referencing an invention’s properties, use, or structure to conclude
whether or not a claim preamble was limiting. That approach has overlooked a fundamental aspect of claim interpretation--if,
as is often stated, claim interpretation is to begin with the words themselves, the analysis must look at how the words are used
in a grammatical sense, not merely at what the words may mean in a definitional sense. The approach argued herein, that the
analysis of claim preambles must take into account both the inherent meanings of the words that are used and the
grammatical manner in which they are used, provides this additional logical component to the preamble interpretation issue.
Reliance on this approach provides a structure on which future courts, and the patent community, can more clearly, and more
consistently, determine patent claim preamble significance.
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analgesic agent and a composition used in the treatment of vascular thromboses. One wonders what the majority holding would
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Id. “If ‘sunscreen composition’ is given the interpretation urged by Tuominen and supported by the specification, the ‘other
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Id (Miller, J., dissenting). Arshal v. United States, 621 F.2d 421, 208 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 379 (Ct. Cl. 1980), a case relating to the
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Mitsubishi Heavy Indus., Ltd., 56 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1714 (Fed. Cir. 2000); Loctite Corp. v. Ultraseal, Ltd., 781 F.2d 861, 228
U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 90 (Fed. Cir. 1985); Titanium Metals v. Banner, 778 F.2d 775, 227 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 773 (Fed. Cir. 1985); In re
Wertheim, 541 F.2d 257, 191 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 90 (C.C.P.A. 1976); In re Hirao, 535 F.2d 67, 190 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 15 (C.C.P.A.
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